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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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lo dejaron con los crespos hechosz
It is to leave it prepared for something that in the end is not done (the z at the end left ) Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be left dressed and disturbed

lo mejor
It's the best thing about something, it can be a person, an event or a thing

lo peor
It's the baddest thing about something, it can be an event, a person or a thing.  The opposite is "of the best"

lo que no puedas ver en tu casa lo has de tener
Said Mexican which means that we must not criticize anything or anyone, as that which we are critical can reach have it
very close to us

lobo
Wolf is a surname

locha
Diminutive of the name Ambrosia

locochón
Person who does not speak, dress or leads according to their age or status in general, its use is not pejorative

locucion a raudales
Talk much and high-pitched, stupidly

lolis
Diminutive of the feminine proper name Dolores

loly
Diminutive of the name Dolores

lombrices
Parasites of the digestive system of man and animals; Earth worms feed on organic waste and help the decomposition
of them favoring the fertility of the Earth

lonche
Fast food that is eaten cold, usually consisting of a white bread filled with meats

loncheria
Premises where selling fast food, cakes or lunches



lonchero
Person who sells lunches

lonja
Fat it accumulates around the waist of people with excess weight

lonjas
Over-stimulating of fat that form around the waist

lonjas
So called you the place or building which brings together associations or groups of merchants, for example: lonja de
Comercio

lozana
Person, animal, or plant with healthy-looking

ludomancia
Hobby games where you bet money, those who have this hobby called gamblers

luises
Plural name Luis, term used to refer to the Kings of France with that name: Luis XIV, Luis XV, Luis XVI

luisito
It is affectionate to refer to people named Luis

lumbrera
Person who is very fast to perform any type of activity

lunilla
Derogatory diminutive of moon, can refer properly to the Moon or a mirror, which in some places is called as such

lupe
Diminutive of the name Guadalupe

lustrar
Polish is correctly written and effectively means to give shine to certain objects, but it can also refer to people saying that
certain actions of the same given luster

lustrar
Shine

lustros



Plural of lustro, equivalent to ten years

luz roja
It's the sign to stop on streets and roads

macapal
Device for loading packages that are heavy on the shoulders, usually woven ixtle, consisting of a strip with loops at their
ends, which rests on the front acojinando it with any material

macate
Unit of measurement of the Earth; corresponds approximately to about 400 m2

macetas
Plants in pots that decorate gardens, terraces, etc.

machaca
Beef jerky that prepares the mashed with egg

machaconamente
Repeatedly to repeat something constantly causing nuisance

machetero
Man who performs informal work of a different kind for which he receives a salary per day worked

macheton
A person who is careless in making and therefore makes it wrong. In female machetona

machihues
It is the water where the person preparing tortillas by hand rinse hands

machin
Slang used to refer to " 34 male; very man

machín
Man who acts and looks very manly, comes from the word "male"

machorrona
Woman who like sex with another woman

macizos
Set plants or shrubs planted close together each other



madral
A large amount of something

madre
Depending on the context the word can have many meanings, for example: I was made a mother, to say I left very
quickly

madrigal
In Mexico Madrigal is a surname

madrugaba
Last verb retun " get up early in the morning "

madurar
Reach a person the fullness of life in the physical and mental aspects, be fruits ready to be consumed

magnesita
Mineral composed of magnesium, with impurities of iron and calcium carbonate

maguey
Name applied to several plants leaf rosette, thick, fleshy, arranged on a short stalk whose bottom ( pineapple ) usually it
does not protrude from the surface of the Earth; called cladodes, present a terminal spine straight and several hooked
lateral thorns

maickol
It's the way the name Michael is pronounced

mal de muchos consuelo de tontos
Popular proverb that applies when a person in a need to affliction argues that it is not the only one who is going through
this situation, and good, with that comforts

mal desempeño
It is said when a person does not meet expectations, it may be in the work area or another

mal humorado
That's said of the person who is angry or upset for some reason

mal vivir
Have or carry a bad quality of life

mala mujer
Name given several hairy or spiny plants that cause irritation to the skin, with greater or lesser intensity, due to its effect
of stinging since it contains toxic substances



mala reputacion
Poor record of someone who generated him smear or bad reputation, generally with respect to the prestige or morality

malaria
A disease that also receives the name of malaria. It is caused by protozoa of the genus Plasmodium and transmitted to
man by mosquitoes females of the anopheles genus bites

malasartes
They are two words "bad arts", they are used to refer to the zone of negative practices to achieve something

malbarataros
interfere you is incorrectly written and it should be written as "interfere them" being its meaning:<br>Sell items in less
than its value, sell evil, not knowing how to sell

malcasadas
They're the women who didn't know how to choose a husband and he's doing badly.

maldiciones
They are the "bad words", usually used to insult

maldita sea mi estampa
Denying yourself

maledicencia
Evil, speak evil, desire to bother. Discredit

malena
Short form of the female name María Elena

malencarado
It has a bad face

maleza
Harmful plants that do not provide any benefit, since on the contrary you Brazilian agricultural and livestock activities

malinche
In Nuevo León, Mexico is a trademark of furniture

malo de la película
In movies there are usually characters who play good and others make it bad, singular bad

malosa



Person of bad feelings and/or engaged in illegal activities

mamacita
Loving way to refer or go to MOM

mames
Indigenous group zoque-maya who lives in the old Department of Soconusco, in the Mexican State of Chiapas

mamón
Swaggering, man who likes to boast of what has or makes, he says things without sense, example Pedro is very sucker
since it has money

mana
Affectionate contact form called, mainly a woman to another. It comes from the word sister

mananitas
Mañanitas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mañanitas" being its meaning:<br>Traditional song to
congratulate people his Holy or your birthday day

manazo
Blow given with the hand, usually open

mancebo
Few years Porter

manchadas
They are objects or garments with visible dirt, usually stains are of liquids or fluids of different types

manchega
Kind of potato

mancornear
Dominate the bull by the horns

mandadero
The errand boy also runs errands in offices, businesses, institutions, etc.

mandado
Command is synonymous with pantry, a set of food items for consumption in the home

mandarina
The family tree of the Rutaceae, originating in southern china. It has branches thin and spiny; the leaves alternate,



punteado-glandulares, lanceolate, or ovado, its fruits are very much appreciated

mandarín
Name that is applied to those high officials civil and military of the ancient China

mandarse
It is to take freedoms a person

mandarse
It is to take freedoms a person

mandibula superior
Mammals have two rows of teeth, one up and one down, the top one is the upper jaw

mandíbula
Bony element that completes the lower part of the skeleton of the face

manea
The manea is the rope or loop used for talked an animal

manea
Act talked, tying hands a staff or animal, the donkeys are attached to the front legs of the animal, of the so that it can be
moved without leaving much

maneas
Handcuffing, tying hands, in the case of animals using a loop join legs can be front or rear

manecitas
little hands is incorrectly written and it should be written as "handyman" being its meaning:<br>Diminutive of hands,
small hands

manglares
Vegetation in which mangle predominates

mangle rojo
Tree with leaves of a reddish tone that therefore is very decorative

mango
Fruity, Evergreen, the family tree of the anacardiaceas originally from Ceylon and the Malay Archipelago, 40 fruit;
mango ) is much appreciated

manguito



Roll or bag with openings on both sides to warm hands

mania
Generic term used to describe various types of mental disorders

maniatada
Tied hands

maniatado
It is the person or animal that is tied up hands, United both at the height of the dolls. Figuratively, the expression is used
to say that the person without freedom to act in a particular case is

manicura
Person who has the nursing care for your hands

maniqui
Human figures of different materials used for the exhibition of items of all kinds

maniquiur
Aesthetic arrangement of hands

manita
Name of an edible fungus

manolete
Spanish Bullfighter ( 1917 - 41 1947;

manos de seda
Is Agile for theft person, since you can delve into bags and pockets, without those affected are aware

manotear
Move or shake the hands and arms, can be found in a situation of danger signal or request for help

mantecoso
Name given in the State of Mexico to the family of the agaricaceas edible fungi

mantenia
Last hold, can be a situation that remains. Also used to refer to pass or the expenses that a person generates. Example,
Juan maintained his mother while she lived

manual
Small format book



manual
Small format book

manualidades navideñas
They are articles or hand made Christmas ornaments

manzurro
Menzo, silly, calibration

mañanitas
Kind of feminine coat, warm cloth used in winter

mañoso
Person who does or says things outside of a set order

maple
The family tree of the aceraceas, of 30 to 35 m in height. The leaves are opposite, with the long-stalked, and limbo,
white, silver, turn red in the fall and fall off in the winter

mapoteja
mapoteja is incorrectly written, and should be written as "map" being its meaning:<br>Place where they are stored,
sorted and view maps

maquillaje
Cosmetic to beautify

maraca
A native musical instrument of the Antilles and Guiana

maratistas
So called fans of Marat

marca
Password to distinguish the goods that are manufactured or is introduced to the market

marcha
Composition music in rhythms binaries

marchanta
Word of popular use by vendors in markets, usually used to go to the buyers, the diminutive " marchantita " in male "
marchantito "



marchante
In Mexico in some popular markets the owners of establishments called dealers to their chiente

marco
Male proper name

marco
Structure of wood or other material, usually rectangular, for different uses or purposes

marcos
The former President of Philippines Ferdinard Marcos's last name

mareos
These are momentary losses in people's body balance

marfilino
marfilino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Marfileno" as meaning:<br>Concerning the ivory. 2. From the
aspect of ivory or similar to it

mari
Mari is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mary" as its meaning:<br>Diminutive of the female name Maria

mariachi
Musical ensemble originally composed a guitarron, two violins, vihuela and a guitar, common in the marriage
ceremonies of the villages of Jalisco, Mexico

maridillo
Contemptuous of husband

marihuano
Man who likes to smoke marijuana

marimandon
Husband or husband who is constantly giving orders to his consort

marinera
Is the name of a Peruvian dance

mariquita
It is the name of an old Argentine dance

mariquito



Mariquito is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ladybug" being its meaning:<br>Man of manners and female
attitudes

marmolejo
It is a surname

marranos
Name with that them Sephardic designated to them dissident that is converted to the Catholicism

marranos
Name also given to pigs

marrullero
Marrullero or marrullera, trickster who like deception

marsias
Satyr of the mythology Greek

martajada
Bad ground, it can refer to salsa, mass, etc.

martinete
Machine to hit iron and steel in hot

mas largo que la cuaresma
It is said of the person who always tries to gain advantage or benefit to consists of other

mas sabe el diablo por viejo que por diablo
In saying that he points out that older people know a lot

mascullan
Speak for yourself without that they understand what is said between teeth,

maseca
Corn flour to prepare tortillas

masonería
A secret association name

masoquismo
Psychic anomaly whereby the individual finds satisfaction in the fact of suffering



matacapan
It is an archaeological site of the State of Veracruz, Mexico

matachín
A man who has sex with another without having a formal relationship with the same

matadero
Synonym for slaughterhouse " trace "

matalote
Name that applies in Northern Mexico several species of fish of the family catostomidae, order perciformes Nearctic,
whose main distinguishing feature lies in the shape of his mouth

matar dos pájaros de un solo tiro
Obtain two benefits with a single effort

matea
Female name, in male Matthew

matera
Person who likes or has a hobby by cultivating shrubs or plants

materia organica
It is all stuff that has its origin in a live, be it an animal or a plant

materia organica
It is all stuff that has its origin in a live, be it an animal or a plant

matorral
Plant training more or less thick composed of shrubs, typical of Mediterranean countries

mató víbora en viernes
It is said of the person who makes a very advantageous business transaction

matraca
instrument of wood hammer, sprocket and clappers from the same material between the paddles. Turn it produces a
dull, strong noise and estrindente

matritenses
Name that are known manuscripts illustrated with hieroglyphic figures and drawings by fray Bernardino de Sahagún
preserved in Madrid



matusalen
Patriarch Hebrew Old Testament, famous for its longevity

matute
Matute is a character of strips published in a journal of Monterrey cmicas

maures
Mountain range in France

mausuleo
mausoleum is incorrectly written, and should be written as "mausoleum" being its meaning:<br>Funerary monument

maxtli
Item of male clothing used by the Aztecs. It consisted of a wide strip of fabric that hugged the waist and was passed
between the legs in such a way that edges fall forward

mayate
flying insect, about two centimeters in length, green color and that usually feeds on fruits

mayo
Diminutive of the male proper name Ismael

mayordomia
stewardship is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Stewardship" being its meaning:<br>Charge of Butler,
superior of a brotherhood

mayos
Indigenous people belonging to group tano Aztec, Aztec yuto family, subsection cahita-tarahumara. They live mainly on
the banks of the may River

mayugar
Spoil or damage the physical aspect of fruits and other vegetables, hence the saying of " if not buy not mayugue " said
when people in markets they take fruit in his hands but at the end they don't buy

mazapán
Sweet made of ground peanuts and sugar

mazatecos
Indians of the Olmec otomanguean group, subgroup atomiano Mixtec, family popoloca

mazorca oraciones
The cob like to use the miaz



mazorquilla
Yellowish white, perennial, parasitic flowering plant of the family of the orobancaceas, from 15 cm tall, usually attached
to the roots of Oaks

mármol
Non-metallic mineral that results from a process of alteration of limestone, whose intensity depends on the color, the
texture, the fineness of the grain, uniformity and the nuanced

más son los poseídos de las riquezas que no los que las poseen
Applies to reference the greedy who have wealth do not have it

me cae gordo
It not sympathetic to me, desagladable I

me encantas
It is a way of saying to someone that we like very much

me extralimité
It's exceeding limits, said in the first person

mear
Take a pee, make one, two is defecating

mear
Defecate is no antonym of urination

mechudo
MOP for use in dry, only is impregnated with a little special oil

medicamento regulado
Medicines the sale of which is controlled by health authorities and requires prescription for sale

medio baño
A half bathroom is one that has a health service but not with a shower

mega diverso
Very diverse, with great diversity

megacolon
megacolon is incorrectly written and it should be written as "megacolon" being its meaning:<br>A very large people row
waiting to make a transaction a paid, etc.



megafraude
Large-scale fraud

meinear
meinear is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bob" being its meaning:<br>Remove food with a spoon when
they are cooking

mejico
Mexico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Mexico" being its meaning:<br>Town in the province of
Pampanga, Philippines, 70 km north of Manila

mela
Diminutive of the feminine proper name Manuela

melias
Protective divinities of the fresno

melisa
Feminine proper name

melisma
Song or short melody

melodía
Set of successive sounds of different intonation

melón
Says animals must have horns lacking them

memo
Diminutive of the male personal name William

mendigaba
It called for monetary or in-kind support is also used for who calls something not material, example, beg a piece of
bread, medigaba a little love

mendro
mendro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Thrived" being its meaning:<br>Past thrive, use tricks to move
up the social ladder

menorca
Island of the Balearic Islands, Spain



menosmal
menosmal is incorrectly written, and should be written as "less bad" being its meaning:<br>Is used to refer to something
that had negative consequences, but that could have been worse: example, thank goodness that there were only lost
materials but no one lost his life in an accident, fire, etc.

mensajeros
They are the people who are dedicated to delivering messages and some goods

mentira piadosa
That is said in order to not cause pain or discomfort

mentirosas
Liars or liars, are people who have a habit of telling lies

menudita
Adjective-adjective to refer to persons, mainly women of small stature

menudo
Casserole or dish with internal parts of cattle, corresponding to the digestive organ principalmentes

mera verga
It is a vulgar term that should not be used in front of children and people of respect.  The mere cock is the person who is
the best at something determined

mercara
Future buying, buy

merezco
Deserve, be entitled to something

mero
Is the name of an edible fish, not necessarily has to be measured one meter

merodeando
Explore an area repeatedly, usually with a suspicious attitude

mesa
Unit for very different applications, also made of different materials

mesote
Dry stalk of the maguey which is used as wood to build or fire



mesqino
mesqino is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Wretched" being its meaning:<br>Kind of grain or grain of the
skin, are mainly in the hands, give bad appearance and it is generally necessary to remove them from the root

mesqino
mesqino is incorrectly written, and should be written as "I wretched" being its meaning:<br>Evil and greedy person who
doesn't like to share what has

mesqino
Evil and greedy person who doesn't like to share what has

mestizos
So he called in the colonial era to the coming racial group of the union of indigenous and Spanish

metateoria
More than theory

meter en cintura
It is to make someone do their duty, to follow the established standards

meter su cuchara
Meddling in affairs that do not correspond

meterse en un berenjenal
It's getting into trouble or unpleasant situations

metido en líos
Gets into trouble the person who engages in disruptive or problematic situations

mezeta
Plateau, is the flat more high of a hill or mountain

mezquite
Fruit of the Mesquite, in plural mesquite

mezquite
Tree of low-altitude arid or semi-arid areas

mi abuelita
Is loving the way to refer to my mom or my dad's MOM

mica



In some regions of Mexico the word mica is used to refer to the official document laminated or covered with plastic,
which allows you to cross the border with the United States

micha y micha
Colloquially used to refer to half and half

michoacanos o michoacanecos
The correct term is Michoacans

microgotas
Small drops

microhistoria
History of something in summary form: example Micro history of Mexico. Synonym, brief history of Mexico.

microparticulas
Parts or very small particles of something

migracional
It is used to refer to the migration of people or animals, i.e. the impact migrasional of the population from the countryside
to the city

miguel de cervantes
It is the name of a Spanish writer

miguel hidalgo y costilla
It is the maximum Hero of the independence of Mexico

mijo
Herbaceous perennial of the family Gramineae, of 0.90 to 1.20 m height

mijo o mija
It is a colloquial incorrectly to refer to someone instead of saying my son, my daughter

milpesillo
Perhaps it refers to "thousand fish" , derogatory of a thousand pesos

mimosa vergonzosa
It is the common name of a plant, when they touch their leaves they close or fold

mina
Diminutive of the feminine proper name Gullermina



minucioso
Activity or work that requires a lot of care to be done properly

miquiztli
Sign with which the ancient Mexicans accounted for to the death

miradores
They are high places that allow you to see in the distance

mirar con buenos ojos
It's seeing someone or something showing attraction or sympathy for that person

mis condolencias
It is a way of expressing a person that us duel or we share their grief by an irreparable loss, usually it is said when a
person to lost a loved

miscelánea
Texts or writings on various subjects have been bound together, forming a single volume

mitla
Archaeological site in the Mexican State of Oaxaca, located to the East of the capital of the State, near Tlacolula

mitotero
Person very given to scandal or parties

mixes
Groups that are part of a cultural family which, before the conquest, grouped to mixes and Zoque Popoluca. Settled in
the eastern part of Oaxaca

mixionar
Peeing

mixtion pegamento
Any product that serves to unite two parts or parts, either of same or different naturalezs

mltitud
mltitud is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'multitude' being its meaning:<br>Large group of people

mocharse
Mainly among young people it is synonymous with sharing

moche



Colloquially a moche is share something in order to obtain the complicity in something non-legal

mocosos
Derogatory term to refer to children

modesta
Female name, male-Modesto

modosa
It is said of the person who keeps his composure

mofar
Mock, scorn to do

mojoso
Mojoso or rust, dirty and careless in their physical person

mole
Dish prepared with different chiles and other ingredients including meat, mole can be red or green, in the past it was a
dish to celebrate some special social event, for example a wedding

momentico
It is a wrong way to say " moment " as when one says one moment please

mona
Used as synonym of doll or any representation of the female figure, can be a sculpture, paint, etc. Also used in a
derogatory manner to refer to a woman: that mona

monaguesa
Monaguescos or monaguescas are people born in Monaco

monica
It's a female proper name

monina
Diminutive of the female personal names Romina

monoexportador
It is the person or company that exports a single product

monomercado
There is a single market or clientele for a specific product



montañas
They are elevations in the field, in some cases hundreds of meters high

moraban
Last verb dwell, dwell or live in a certain House or property

moradita
Female and diminutive purple

moradores
They are people or animals are inhabitants of a given space

morbosear
Act and have morbid ideas in mind mainly in relation to sex

mordiscos
Bite effect, used in the plural

morillo
Rail or beam of wood, usually round, to form the roof of rustic buildings

morirse de sed
Urgent need to drink water or other liquid to remove the thirst

moros
Name given by the Spanish to the Muslim population of the Philippines

morrazo
The word morro, young and handsome boy

morritos
Colloquial term that can be interpreted as young adolescents

mortificada
State of mind that manifests itself with sadness and concern

mortificada
State of mind that manifests itself with sadness and concern

mosca muerta
It is said of the person that appears innocence and incapacity but that of innocent has nothing, its use is pejorative
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may not be broken a dish



moscabada
Type of non-refined sugar

movida sinónimo
Have a move, is to have a relationship with someone rather than with who is considered is our regular girlfriend

moy
Diminutive of the male proper name Moses

móchate
It's a request for them to share something with one

muchachada
Act of young people

muchachista
Elderly person who prefers to interact with younger people

muchas gracias
These are the words to be said when you provide one with a service, favor or benefit

muchedumbre sustantivo individual o colectivo?
A crowd is a very large group of people but in a given case is a single crowd, one can speak of crowds to refer to the
same thing but in different places or times, example of the latter, the crowds in the markets in Europe are rather
common

mudaje
Process of change of skin, hair or feathers that periodically happens in animals

mudarse
Change, can be clothes, home, work, etc.

muerto de hambre
It is an insult directed or referred to a person to make known that they lack material property

mugrero
Things of little or no value set

mugrero
Place dirty and careless

mujer de armas tomar



Which responds to the slightest provocation arranged ( or  ) the lawsuit or fight

mulitas
Plural diminutive of mule, animal origin of the cross of asses with horses

multicitado
Cited many times

multiproducción
Production of many or products

mundo ahí te quedas
Said popular that conveys the idea that life has to be enjoyed, as we leave and life continues

muñecazo
Very handsome or attractive, man of the word snowman

murillo
In Mexico, Murillo is a surname

murillo
Contemptuous of wall

musgosas
Food or other products to which has formed les mosses and fungi, signal that have entered in a State of decomposition

musica forever
Music forever; the word forever corresponds to the English language and can be translated as " always "

mustio
Quiet person, who speaks little

muy a doc
Very according to the occasion, very timely

muy de su agrado
Which is exactly what he likes, can refer to people, things, or events. Examples, the gift that I gave him was very
pleased; Maria was very pleased to Juan

muy grande
Person, animal or thing with dimensions greater than those common in equal circumstances



muy paciente
It is said of those who retain calm and tranquility Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be very tolerant,
very quiet

muy peculiares
It is said of people, animals or houses that have some uncommon feature

nacer con entrella
Born with luck, when the conditions are optimal for good parenting and child development

nacer con estrellas
birth star is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Star birth" being its meaning:<br>Born with luck

nacha
Deformation of the word buttock in plural buttocks

nacha
Diminutive of the name own feminine Ignacia

nacionalizacion concepto
Naturalise a person: example has nationalized in order to work

naco
Person with bad taste to dress, talk, eat, behave in general

nada mas pensando en la tragazón
That you only think about food or eating

nadado
Verb swim in past

naiz
naiz is incorrectly written, and should be written as "nice" as meaning:<br>Nice, pretty or beautiful, Word of the English
language, " 34 nice; pronounce nais or naiz

najayita
Belonging or relating to Nayarit, Mexico

najayote
They are water with lime residues remaining after you have cooked or cooked corn for the preparation of the dough for
tortillas



nalcunias
Slang for buttocks

nalgadas
Hits given on the buttocks with an open hand

nalgas
Vulgar by buttocks

nalgona
Nalgona or nalgón, vulgarly person large or prominent buttocks, buttocks

nana
Name of a play starring Irma serrano "The 34 Tigress;

naranjal
Large amount of oranges

naranjera
Orchard where oranges are grown

narciso
Male proper name

narciso
The one who cares much for his embellishments. In love with himself

nativos
Belonging to the country in which one is born and its peculiarities

necesarios
They are those people, animals or things that we require in our daily life

negocio redondo
It is in a business when you get good profits and no risk of loss of investment

negocios
They are exchanges of goods or services made between individuals or institutions

nenaza
Augmentative of nena, girl, girl



neneques
Kids, children

nenúfares
They are aquatic plants

nesia
nesia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "necia" being its meaning:<br>Person who does or says nonsense
or nonsense

neta
Colloquial way to confirm that what they tell us is true

newspaper
Word of the English language, can be translated to the Spanish as " periodic " publication where given to recent news

ni a quien pedirle un tomate
Indicates that you are or live in a place with few inhabitants

ni bonita que encante ni fea que espante
The phrase is used to express the desirability that the woman is neither beautiful nor ugly, in other words that this "
roughly "

ni en que caerse muerto
It is said of the person who lacks material resources

ni en sueño
Something that may not happen, or in sleep, less in reality

ni en tus sueños
in your dreams is incorrectly written and it should be written as "even in dreams" being its meaning:<br>Used to indicate
that something is unattainable for someone, example, or in a dream you can have that car

ni para finos ni para bastos
phrase used to say that something it is useless

ni tardo ni peresoso
Neither slow nor peresoso is incorrectly written and should be written as "lazy" being its meaning:<br>Serve something
when required without delay

nicolaitas
It is said people that live in the municipality of San Nicolas of the Heron, new Leon, Mexico



nidacion
Development of the nest by birds or other animals that require it

nido
Shelter building birds, in the they lay their eggs and birth their fledglings

nido de vivoras
It is a place where people of negative behavior meet, especially who have no control of their language

niebla densa
It is a weather condition characterized by the presence of low clouds that hinder visibility

nieblas
fog is incorrectly written and it should be written as "fog" being its meaning:<br>Meteorological phenomenon in which
visibility is hindered by the presence of one species of clouds that are presented at the level of the floor, said the
phenomenon is frequent during the winter in the mountainous areas

ninfa
In Mexico Nymph is also a female name

ninfomanãa
Ninfomanaa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "nymphomaniac" being its meaning:<br>Addicted or
insatiable sexual

ningunee
It comes from the word fool, do less to someone, have him in low esteem, not value it

ninis
Said of persons that are not engaged in any of the two following activities: neither studying nor working

niñerias
It is said that they make trifles when adults act like children

nivel social
Each social extracts which form a society, usually levels that divides society are, high, medium and low. Also called
social classes and is taken into account the economic resources available to a person to be pigeonholed in one level or
another

nixtamalizacion
Convert corn in corn by cooking it

nívea
Colour of snow



no andarse por las ramas
That is to say things directly and without detours

no brincarla sin huarache
It is said person that he does nothing without the corresponding payment

no dar el ancho
It is said of the person who does not meet the expectations.  that is with what was expected of her or the

no dar ni golpe
Do nothing good, not serve for nothing

no dejar tíntene con cabeza
Carry out an action that affects an entire group

no digas nada
It is an order or indication to remain silent in relation to a subject or matter

no estacionarse
Are usually signs that are placed in places of the thoroughfare, to indicate that in this place is forbidden to park vehicles

no estar el horno para bollos
Not have the conditions necessary to address an issue, or do something

no friegue
Do not disturb

no hace mucho
It is a phrase used in dialogs to refer to time, in this case "short time"

no hagas a otros lo que no quieres que te hagan a ti
It is a maxim that is explained by itself, its intention is to reflect on the same phrase, since many times we lawns us and
act badly toward each other, but when they do us something negative to us we don't like

no hubo vencedores ni vencidos
The phrase is used to say that there were no winners or losers, that parties are still keeping the same situation or
position

no la brinca sin huarache
It is used to refer to people who to perform any action always put the benefit that they will get

no levantar cabeza



Do not thrive or be successful. Example, even if you work fails to lift its head

no me da rigor
That does not seem desirable or appropriate, you can refer to a thing or object or a situation

no mentir
It is a moral value and one of the ten commandments of the Catholic Church

no pedir frias
Cold refers to Tortillas, the phrase refers to not like order favors

no quebrar un plato
It is said of the person that it appears shyness and innocence but that it turns out the opposite

no rompe un plato
It is said of the person who pretends or appears shyness and innocence but is actually a sly

no ser nada del otro mundo
Be something common, nothing special

no soltar prenda
Says the person that he knows or knows something but that does not share it, although you wonder about the topic

no subirle el agua al tanque
Is not acting with sanity, do not think

no te cantees
It is to ask someone to stay firm on something

no tener corazón
It is said that he has no heart, who does not show good feelings did his fellows

no tiene llenadera
It is said of the person who always wants more of something, that does not fill

no va mas
That something that has been done will not have repeat

nochero
Person making night life, day sleeps and at night makes their routine activities



nocivos
People, animals or things that cause some kind of harm

nopalera
Woman who sells Cactus

nopalera
Populated Cactus

nopaleros
They are those who cultivate or sell nopales

nopalitos
Name given to the tender Cactus used as a vegetable

noria
Some deep well done for the purpose of drawing water from it can be by manual means or a pump

normales
It is people, animals, things or situations that are or comply with certain guidelines or standards

normalistas
Is said of them teachers or Masters graduates of a school normal, to difference of them teachers or Masters graduates
of universities

normativa administrativa
Standards or regulations which should respect or follow, consistent with the discipline of a specific area management

noticia politica
It is all information given by the press that has to do with politics or politicians from somewhere

novillo de un año
It's the kid of the cow that is one year old

nómadas
People who didn't have a fixed place to live

nublacion
Show the sky covered with clouds

nueva españa
Name given to Mexico during the domination of the same by Spain



nuevas
Plural of new or new, any object that has not been used

nuevo en el sitio
Person, animal or thing that was not previously in a certain place but which is now

nuevo ingreso
Are again income students who arrive at an academic institution to attend first grade, unlike already enrolled students
who come to study the second grade in front

nuevos
Items that have not been used

numerosas
Women's numerous, people, things or echoes in large numbers

nunca digas de este agua no beberé
It means you should never insure something as conditions or situation change by changing our position on this issue

nunca digas que te quieren aunque te estén adorando
It's a saying that advises not to have the vanity to say that we have merits to be loved

nutrientes
Elements or necessary food to human beings than les permir comply with certain functions in each case

ñango
Ingo or ñanga, a pejorative term for a thin or very thin person

ñañaras
Word used to refer to feelings or emotions that feel but are not easy to describe

obedientes
It is a quality that consists of obeying or following directions received, can apply to people or animals

objetos hermosos
Are all those parts which are pleasant to the eye, it may be because the material that they are made, their colors, their
fine finishes

obreros
Plural worker, is a job category and those who work as workers usually perform the heaviest activities

obres



Obres is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Poor" being its meaning:<br>That they do not have riches

obstemio
obstemio is incorrectly written and should be written as " abstemio " being its meaning: < /br >Is the one who abstains,
stops or deprived of something, usually used for people who have stopped taking alcoholic beverages and continue if
doing so

obstigacion
obstigacion is incorrectly written and should be written as " coldcalling " being its meaning: < /br > It is the Act of
disturbing someone constantly, from the verb to harass

obstruido
Capping, which is something that does not allow the passage

odiada
It is said of a person who is not loved by others and who on the contrary is rejected and poorly seen

odilon
Odilon is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Odilon" being its meaning:<br>It is a male personal name

odre invertido
If a wineskin is a leather bag to deposit and perhaps, to transport liquids, inverted skin may be the skin with the top
flipped down

oferentes
They are those who provide services or goods for sale

oferentes
Synonym / sellers

oir flatulencias
hear someone out gases accumulated in your body

ojos que no ven, corazón que no siente
It means that if something happens but you don't see it, it doesn't affect you emotionally

ollota
Increased pot, large pot.  They are usually kitchen utensils, they can be made of clay or other materials

olorosas
If smells or aromas are fired or emanating, it may refer to people or things



olote
It is the part of the ear that holds the popcorn, the cobs are usually given as food to donkeys or asses, hence the saying
" between fewer donkeys most cobs

omar
Male proper name

opresores
Those who oppress or press or holding something, preventing the freedom

optimidad
Concerning optimal, that line is the best possible

opulenta
Rich, high-value material

oracion con la palabra huerfano
sentence with the word orphan is incorrectly written, and should be written as "orphan" being its meaning:<br>John is an
orphan from a child

oracion con tenplanza
prayer with tenplanza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "prayer with Temperance" being its
meaning:<br>Temperance is a virtue

oracion para ajito
To prepare rice you put a garlic and is delicious

oraciones con la palabra benefica
The Red Cross is a charity

oraciones hoguera
John lit a fire to scare away the wild beasts

orear en cocina
It is to leave something to weather a determined period of time, can be so I wiped or acquire certain consistency

oreja de liebre
It is said of the person who has a very good sense of hearing

orejear
It is to hear hidden conversations outside



orejilla
Derogatory ear

orejillas
Derogatory diminutive of ears

orejones
They are slices of different fruits such as: tender squash, pear, quince, etc. put to dry, then prepare different dishes

organismos beneficos y patogenos
Living beings that provide some benefit to man and other damage to their health, that occasions you generally refers to
insects or other microscopic beings

orinar fuera del tiesto
Do or say something in a place or not right time

osados
Brave or daring that made or committed daring

osito
Bear diminutive

ostalero
ostalero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hostalero" as meaning:<br>Person who is in charge of a hostel

ovarica
Ovarian is incorrectly written, and should be written as "ovarian" being its meaning:<br>Referring to the ovaries.
Example talk about ovarian disease

ovivaros
That it feed on eggs

ovnivoro
That feeds based on eggs

oza
Oza is incorrectly written, and should be written as it "hoza" to being its meaning:<br>Dare, not respecting certain order
or established rules, from the verb root

ozando
ozando is incorrectly written, and should be written as "hozando" as meaning:<br>The soil with the snout, make it some
animals such as pigs



pabellon de oreja
It's the outside or visible part of the ear, worth the redundancy, the ear

pachanga
Gathering of people in order to have fun, usually enlivened with music, food and drink

pachangón
Pachanga Augmentative, Fiesta, celebration

pachorrudo
Person who makes things very slowly or calm

pacífico
It is the name of an ocean

pactos
They are agreements between two or more parties, which undertake to comply with the agreement

padre nuestro
It is the phrase that is used to address or refer to God, they are also the first two words of a prayer addressed to God

pago de su propio patrimonio
Pay any purchase or debit a person with its own material resources

paila
Paila is a small town in the Mexican State of Coahuila

paje
Servant that accompanies his master, assists in the anteroom, served to the table

pajuela
Libertine woman and bad reputation

pajuelear
Walk of straw is walking alternating or living with men with sexual intentions of both parties.

pajuelear
Synonymously, bitching

palabra coherederos
It is the set of two or more people that they inherit the assets of another



palabra estancia
Room or room in a House to receive short-term visits. Synonymous with receiver

palabra estancia
In Argentina a stay is what in Mexico is a hacienda, or a large extension of land which has an owner and is used both for
livestock and for different crops

palabra estancia
Be temporarily at a place, example, during my stay in Mexico I met several museums

palabra lexico
Vocabulary or form of verbalizing people

palabras papelerillos
Children who sell or distribute newspapers and propaganda on the street

palabras sueces
words sueces is incorrectly written and it should be written as "profanity" being its meaning:<br>Words offensive, rude,
bad taste

palabrotas
They are what we usually call bad words, they are often used to insult

palapa
Reed and woven Palm roof

paleativo
Serving to alleviate a physical or moral suffering, a shame, disgust, etc.

palenquero
Person who really like to attend the palenques

paliacate
Rectangle of fabric, used by men as a scarf or tie it around the neck, less frequent use it also to cover the chute

palidismo
Pale in extreme or very pale

palito
In the early 60s of the last century was popular a singer known as Palito Ortega

palito



Diminutive of palo, piece of wood. In Mexico take a stick or stick is to perform the sexual act

palizas
Series of strokes tipped with a stick or a piece of wood

palmar
Place populated by palms

palote de amasar
rolling pin rolling pin is incorrectly written and it should be written as "tortillas Palote" being its meaning:<br>Shaped
utensil roller of wood for use in the kitchen, is actually used to extend and give shape to the flour tortillas rather than
knead, since kneading is done by hand

palpitaciones
Internal movements of any part of the body

panadera
Truck that is distributed or sold bread

panadera
So call the Baker's wife

panera
Person who really like to eat bread

panera
Glass vessel or other material in which the bread is saved

panfilo
panfilo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Panfilo" being its meaning:<br>Male proper name

pangaré
Pagare and no pangare is a document in which one person agrees to pay another, as stipulated in the same

panista
In Mexico, a person that he plays or sympathizes with the national action party

panzon
Panzón or panzona, person's bulging belly

panzon
Panzón or panzona, person's bulging belly



paño
Handkerchief, rectangle of cloth or soft paper for very different uses, wiping sweat from the face, dry hands, etc.

paonde
paonde is incorrectly written and should be written as "for where" being its meaning:<br>It is a wrong way to abbreviate "
for where "? You formula as question, in cases such as: for where you're going? or where is this going?

papando
Verb papar, eat soft things without chewing them

papanicoláu
It's a medical procedure to detect cancer for women

papayo macho
It is the papaya tree that bears no fruit

papel celofan
It is a transparent role, usually used for wrapping of goods


